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ABSTRACT. Firefly bioluminescence is a quite efficient process largely used for numerous applications. However, some fundamental photochemical properties of the light emitter are still to be analyzed. Indeed, the light emitter, oxyluciferin, can be in six different forms due to inter-
exchange reactions. In this work, we present the simulation of the absorption and emission spectra of the possible natural oxyluciferin forms in water and some of their analogues considering both, the solvent/oxyluciferin interactions and the dynamical effects by using MD simulations and QM/MM methods. On the one hand, the absorption band shapes have been rationalized by analyzing the electronic nature of the transitions involved. On the other hand, the simulated and experimental emission spectra have been compared. In this case, an ultrafast excited state proton transfer (ESPT) occurs in oxyluciferin and its analogues, which impairs the detection of the emission from the protonated state by steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy. Transient absorption spectroscopy was used to evidence this ultrafast ESPT, and rationalize the comparison between simulated and experimental steady-state emission spectra. Finally, this work shows the suitability of the studied oxyluciferin analogues to mimic the corresponding natural forms in water solution, as an elegant way to block the desired inter-exchange reactions allowing the study of each oxyluciferin form separately.

INTRODUCTION

Bioluminescence is the process responsible for flashes of bright light coming out from a wide variety of living organisms. It results from the conversion of chemical energy into visible light, catalyzed by a protein. This natural phenomenon is present in several organisms such as bacteria, beetles, squid, worms, fungi, algae and jellyfish. In the last decades, the study of the bioluminescence mechanism as well as the spectroscopic properties of the emitter species have attracted considerable interest among scientists. In this regard, the bioluminescent process of the jellyfish (aequorin/green fluorescent protein system) and the one of fireflies are the most studied systems up to now.
In particular, its large number of applications has motivated the extensive study of firefly bioluminescence. For instance, firefly bioluminescence has been used for rapid analysis of bacterial contamination,\textsuperscript{9} in vivo bioluminescence imaging,\textsuperscript{10,11} multiple gene expression and regulation,\textsuperscript{12,13} monitoring of cell dynamics\textsuperscript{14,15} and drug screening\textsuperscript{16} among others. Nowadays, the general bioluminescent mechanism in fireflies is well accepted and consists in an enzymatic multistep oxidation.\textsuperscript{17–19} First, an enzyme called luciferase binds a substrate known as luciferin and catalyzes the formation of luciferyl adenosine monophosphate. Afterwards, the emitter species, so-called oxyluciferin (Oxy LH\textsubscript{2}), is generated in the first singlet-excited state by decomposition of a cyclic peroxide and release of CO\textsubscript{2}. Finally, oxyluciferin decays to the ground state by emitting light in the visible spectral window.

It is remarkable that for fireflies, the color emission can vary from yellow-green to red depending on diverse factors such as pH,\textsuperscript{20} the presence of bivalent metal ions,\textsuperscript{21} temperature,\textsuperscript{22} luciferase mutations\textsuperscript{23} and luciferin structure modifications.\textsuperscript{24,25} However, despite the large number of studies focused on understanding the origin of the emission color modulation, this mechanism remains unsolved.\textsuperscript{26–28} Indeed, the fact that oxyluciferin can exist in six different chemical forms further complicates the rationalization of the emission color modulation. These six different chemical forms of oxyluciferin rise from a triple equilibrium of phenol and/or enol deprotonation together with a keto/enol tautomerization (Chart 1), being these equilibria sensitive to the solvent, pH or interactions with bases.\textsuperscript{29–31}
In order to simplify this scenario, some studies have proposed novel derivatives as an elegant way to block one or more of these chemical equilibria. For instance, the 5,5-dimethyloxyluciferin analogue has been used to block the keto/enol tautomerization but, it is unstable upon photoexcitation. For this reason, the 5,5-spirocyclopropyloxyluciferin (5,5-CprOxyLH in Chart 2) analogue has emerged as a best candidate to mimic the keto form of oxyluciferin. Moreover, other oxyluciferin derivatives have been proposed in order to block the deprotonation/protonation equilibrium of the phenol and/or enol groups such as the 4-methoxyoxyluciferin (4-MeOxyLH in Chart 2) or 6'-methoxyoxyluciferin (6'-MeOxyLH in Chart 2). This strategy enables the experimental study of the individual chemical forms of oxyluciferin that can otherwise not be isolated.

A different approach that can be followed to investigate the photochemical properties of the less stable oxyluciferin forms is to perform computational studies. In the past, computational studies have provided essential information about the bioluminescence mechanism of fireflies.
emission color modulation\textsuperscript{28,39}, relative stability of the different oxyluciferin forms\textsuperscript{40} as well as their pKa values.\textsuperscript{41,42} This way, computational studies have become essential to learn more about this system.

\textbf{Chart 2.} Chemical structures of the six possible chemical forms of oxyluciferin and the corresponding analogues under study.

Here, we propose a simple approach to simulate the absorption and emission spectra of all possible oxyluciferin forms and some analogues in explicit water solution. For this aim, molecular dynamics have been performed to consider the explicit water molecules and QM/MM methods have been used to compute the excitation and emission energies. More precisely, this work
presents three novelties compared to the computational studies reported up to now. First, the absorption and emission spectra have been simulated considering both the dynamical effect and the explicit interactions between the solvent and oxyluciferin by means of molecular dynamics. So far, the excitation and emission energies of some natural oxyluciferin forms have been computed in the gas phase\(^{36,43}\) considering the solvent implicitly with the polarizable continuum model (PCM)\(^{44,45}\) by microsolvation including 11 water molecules\(^{46}\) or using a canonical ensemble of hydration structures obtained from first-principles molecular dynamics\(^{47}\).

Second, this work presents for the first time a detailed analysis of the electronic nature of the vertical transitions not only to the first singlet excited state but also to upper-lying excited states. This data is important to rationalize the shape of the absorption spectra, in some cases structured, and to reveal hidden transitions from an experimental point of view (e.g. embedded within a more intense and broad band). Third, a quite extensive study of the spectral properties of oxyluciferin and its analogues is reported as it covers a total of 12 derivatives: the six possible chemical forms of oxyluciferin and three analogues, considering the protonated and the deprotonated forms (Chart 2). Moreover, a comparative study of oxyluciferin and its analogues is presented to validate if they can be used to mimic natural oxyluciferin in water solution. It is remarkable that in all cases, a good agreement between the experimental and simulated spectra has been found using the strategy proposed in this study.

METHODS

**Computational Methods.**

Classical dynamic simulations have been performed with Amber14\(^ {48}\) in order to obtain a statistical number of snapshots to perform Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM)
calculations to simulate the absorption (emission) spectra considering explicit water molecules. For this aim, the structure of the compound optimized in the ground (excited) state has been selected as the starting point for MD simulations. The bond distances, angles, dihedrals and charges parameters for the oxyluciferin derivatives (geometry and charges of the minima in the ground and first excited states) have been derived from the QM calculations in gas phase and used as the starting point. The compound has been solvated with TIP3P water molecules within an octahedral box, ensuring a solvent shell of at least 10 Å around the molecule, corresponding to around 900 water molecules. Then, the system has been minimized, followed by a heating step from 100 K to 300 K in 20 ps. Afterwards, a production run of 10 ns has been performed with a 2 fs time step, under NPT conditions (300 K and 1 atm) and using periodic boundary conditions. The pressure and temperature were assured by the Berendsen algorithm.

Then, 100 snapshots have been extracted and the excitation (emission) energies computed at the QM/MM level of theory, being enough to achieve the spectral shape convergence (Figure S2 and S7). At least 7 electronic excited states have been considered for the excitation energy calculation to simulate the spectra up to 300 nm. In all cases, the absorption and emission spectra have been simulated as a convolution of the excitation and emission energies of 100 snapshots (full-width at half-maximum of 0.2 eV). The parameters have been updated as many times as needed by optimizing the system (derivative and explicit water molecules) at the QM/MM level to reach the spectral shape convergence of the simulated spectra. In particular, for each set of parameters, a corresponding 10 ns MD was performed, 100 snapshots were extracted and the QM/MM absorption (emission) spectra simulated. New parameters were adjusted from the QM/MM calculation and the process was performed with the new set of parameters until reaching the spectral shape convergence between the previous and the next simulated spectra (Figure S1). In
order to further check the suitability of the oxyluciferin parameters we have compared the absorption and emission spectra simulated with and without optimizing oxyluciferin at the QM/MM level of theory. In all cases, similar spectra have been obtained (Figure S3 and S6).

For the QM/MM calculations, the water molecules were treated at the MM level whereas the oxyluciferin derivative was included in the QM region and its excitation (emission) energy computed at the B3LYP\textsuperscript{51–53}/6-311g(2d,p) level of theory. This functional and basis set have been selected as they have been previously reported to be suitable for this chromophore.\textsuperscript{47,54–56} Calculations in gas phase have been performed using Gaussian09\textsuperscript{57} and the functional and basis set used for the QM/MM calculations. The QM/MM calculations have been carried out using a QM/MM coupling scheme\textsuperscript{58} between Gaussian09\textsuperscript{57} and Tinker.\textsuperscript{59} In particular, the interaction between the QM charge density (electrons and nuclei) and the external electrostatic potential of the MM part was computed by the electrostatic potential fitted (ESPF) method.\textsuperscript{58} The microiterations technique\textsuperscript{60} was used to converge the MM subsystem geometry for every QM minimization step.

**Experimental Methods.**

The model analogues 4-MeOxyLH and 6′-MeOxyLH were synthesized as previously reported.\textsuperscript{33} The synthesis and characterization of the new spirocyclic analogues 5,5-CprOxyLH will be reported elsewhere. Stock solutions of all compounds were prepared in spectroscopic grade DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich) and stored in several aliquots at −20 °C to minimize the freeze–thaw cycle. They were further diluted 1000-fold to a final concentration of about a few μM in aqueous buffer with different pH. The buffers were prepared by diluting a 1 M stock solution in deionized, Millipore-purified water (18.2 MΩ). Buffered stock solutions were prepared as follows: 75 mM NaCl/20
mM KH$_2$PO$_4$/0.2 mM MgCl$_2$ for pH ≤ 7.0 and 75 mM NaCl/25 mM Tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane (TRIS)/0.2 mM MgCl$_2$ for pH > 7.0. The buffer was separated into several fractions, and their pH was adjusted by 250 mM HCl or by 250 mM NaOH separately at 20 °C. Separate buffers at different pH were used in all spectral measurements.

Absorption spectra were recorded with a Cary-4000 spectrometer (Agilent Technologies). Steady-state fluorescence spectra were recorded with Fluoromax 4 spectro-fluorometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon) with 2 nm excitation/emission slit and corrected for the instrumental response characteristics.

The femtosecond source is a regenerative amplifier that delivers 120 fs pulses at 800 nm with a repetition rate of 5kHz (‘‘Spitfire’’, Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA, USA). We generated 400 nm, 150 fs pump pulse by second harmonic generation in a BBO crystal. We obtained super-continuum probe pulse (430 nm to 700 nm) by self phase modulation in a 2 mm thick sapphire crystal. Pump and probe beams were focused by the same 38.1 mm focal length off-axis parabolic mirror on a 1 mm thick quartz cuvette containing the sample. To excite a fresh volume of the sample for each pump pulse, the cuvette was moved continuously. Time and spectrally resolved differential transmission $\Delta T/T (\tau, \lambda)$ of the probe as a function of the pump–probe delay $\tau$ and the wavelength $\lambda$ was measured in a standard pump–probe configuration. The spectra were obtained by dispersing the transmitted reference and probe beams in a spectrometer followed by a CCD detector (Roper, Trenton, NJ, USA). The analogues concentration was adjusted to obtain an optical density of 0.1 per mm at 400 nm (~50 µM) to optimize the signal to noise ratio of the differential transmission of the probe.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here is presented a detailed analysis of the photochemical and photophysical properties of all the possible chemical forms of oxyluciferin and their analogues in explicit water (Chart 2). For this study we have selected the following oxyluciferin analogues: i) 5,5-CprOxyLH which presents a cyclopropyl substituent in the thiazole ring to block the keto-enol tautomerization; ii) 4-MeOxyLH which has a methoxy group in the enol moiety of the thiazole ring to block both the keto-enol tautomerization and enol deprotonation and iii) 6’-MeOxyLH that presents a methoxy group in the phenol moiety to block the phenol deprotonation. In particular, this section is divided into three parts: i) Analysis of the possible hydrogen bond interactions between each oxyluciferin derivative and the explicit water molecules by MD simulations. ii) Absorption spectrum simulation, comparison with the experimental data and analysis of the involved electronic transitions and iii) Simulation of the emission spectrum and comparison with the experimental steady-state and time resolved data to get insight into the chemical nature of the emitter specie.

Water/oxyluciferin hydrogen bond interactions.

Before starting with the study of the photochemical properties of oxyluciferin and its analogues it is important to analyze the hydrogen bond patterning between the water molecules and each solute due to its known influence on both the absorption and emission spectra.\textsuperscript{40,47,61}

Starting with the natural forms of oxyluciferin, we have calculated the average number of hydrogen bond interactions between the water molecules and the heteroatoms, (O10, O11, N3, N3’ in Figure 1) along the MD trajectory (Table S1). By analyzing the data, general patterns can be set: i) for both the phenolate (Figure 1A and B) and enolate (Figure 1C) derivatives, the deprotonated oxygen leads three to four hydrogen bonds with three/four different water molecules, ii) regarding to the
keto group (Figure 1A), between one and two water molecules interact with the oxygen atom, both in the phenol and in the phenolate derivatives, whereas iii) the interaction of only one water molecule with the oxygen of the enol group (Figure 1B) or phenol group (Figure 1C) has been observed during half of the simulation time and iv) the two nitrogen atoms of the structure present in general one hydrogen bond interaction in less than half of the simulation time. Moreover, we have observed that during the simulation time there is a continuous interchange of the water molecules involved in the hydrogen bond interactions with the ones of the solvation sphere, as could be expected at room temperature.

![Graphical representation of the hydrogen bond pattern for selected MD snapshots](image)

**Figure 1.** Graphical representation of the hydrogen bond pattern for selected MD snapshots of A) phenolate-keto-OxyLH−, B) phenolate-enol-OxyLH− and C) phenol-enolate-OxyLH−. Atom labelling for oxyluciferin heteroatoms is depicted.
Similar hydrogen bond patterns have been found for the oxyluciferin analogues (Table S1). That is, neither the methyl nor the cyclopropyl substituents have a great influence on the hydrogen bond interactions. Just a slight difference was observed for phenolate-4-MeOxyL− and enolate-6′-MeOxyL− compared to their respective natural forms phenolate-enol-OxyLH− and phenol-enolate-OxyLH−. In these cases, the average number of hydrogen bonds found for the oxygen of the methoxy group is a bit larger than the one found for the corresponding natural forms, probably due to the inductive effect of the methyl group that increases the electronic charge of the oxygen atom.

**Absorption Spectra Simulation.**

Before starting the analysis of the absorption spectra and the electronic nature of the optically bright electronic transitions, it is essential to validate the procedure used to simulate the absorption spectra (see Methods section for details). For this aim, a comparison between the simulated and the experimental absorption spectra of the oxyluciferin analogues has been performed. We selected oxyluciferin analogues instead of the natural forms for this purpose as it is impossible to record experimentally the absorption spectra of each natural form in water due to the low thermal stability of some of them and, certainly, a mixture of different forms in equilibrium (Chart 1).\(^{33,34}\) Hence, we simulated the absorption spectra for the protonated and deprotonated forms of 5,5-CprOxyLH, 4-MeOxyLH and 6′-MeOxyLH. By analyzing Figure 2, we can conclude that a good overall agreement between the simulated and experimental spectra has been achieved in terms of both the shape and the maximum absorption wavelengths.
**Figure 2.** Normalized simulated absorption spectra (thick lines) of both the protonated (red lines) and deprotonated (blue lines) forms and the normalized experimental absorption spectra (dotted lines) recorded at pH 5 (red lines) and pH 11 (blue lines) for A) 5,5-CprOxyLH, B) 4-MeOxyLH and C) 6’-MeOxyLH.

After the validation procedure, we have performed a systematic comparison between the simulated absorption spectra of the oxyluciferin analogues and their corresponding natural forms to give insight into their suitability to mimic oxyluciferin in water. In general, almost overlapped absorption spectra have been obtained (Figure S4). Only for phenol-5,5-CprOxyLH, the structured shape of the dominating absorption band is slightly different to the one simulated for phenol-keto-
OxyLH₂ but both share the same specificity compared to other chemical forms: absorption bands are significantly broader and more structured. Hence, we can conclude that, the electronic structures and absorption spectra of the proposed oxyluciferin analogues resemble to a great extent the ones of the natural forms in water. Moreover, we show that the introduction of the methyl and cyclopropyl groups do not modify the shape nor the maximum absorption wavelength of the absorption spectra.

In addition to the overall spectral shapes, we may analyze the electronic nature of the corresponding optically bright transitions. Starting with the keto derivatives, both phenol-keto-OxyLH₂ and phenol-5,5-CprOxyLH present one of the broadest absorption bands (red line in Figure 2A). The computational data predict that the first three singlet excited states (S₁, S₂ and S₃) are optically bright and close in energy such that the dominating low-energy absorption band actually corresponds to three different electronic transitions, explaining the width and structured shape of both the experimental and simulated spectra (Figure 3A and Figure S4C). To analyze the electronic nature of these three transitions, we have investigated the molecular orbitals involved in each one. The electronic nature of the S₀-S₁ transition corresponds to the previously reported transition responsible of oxyluciferin emission²⁸,³⁶,⁶²,⁶³ for which the electron density of the HOMO is mainly located on the benzothiazole moiety and the LUMO on the thiazolone part. The S₀-S₂ transition is similar to the S₀-S₁ transition but part of the electron density of the bonding orbital (HOMO-1) is located on the sulfur atom of the benzothiazole moiety. As a consequence of the close energy between S₁ and S₂, their electronic nature is largely mixed which can explain their similar absorption intensities as has been shown by computing their oscillator and transition dipole moment strengths (see Supporting Information and Figure S9). On the other hand, the S₀-S₃ transition is the most different one as it involves a local rearrangement of the electron density on
the thiazolone part (Figure 3A). A similar picture has been observed for phenol-keto-OxyLH$_2$ (Figure S5D).

**Figure 3.** Simulated absorption spectra and molecular orbitals involved in each optically bright electronic transition of A) phenol-5,5-CprOxyLH, B) phenol-4-MeOxyLH and C) phenolate-4-MeOxyL$^\cdot$.

On the contrary, a simplest picture is observed for the corresponding deprotonated compounds phenolate-keto-OxyLH$^\cdot$ and phenolate-5,5-CprOxyL$^\cdot$: the S$_0$-S$_1$ and S$_0$-S$_2$ transitions lead to two well-separated absorption bands (Figure 2A, S4D and S5A). Their electronic nature is similar to the ones found for the corresponding protonated derivatives.
A similar study has been done for phenol-enol-OxyLH₂ and its two corresponding analogues phenol-4-MeOxyLH and enol-6’-MeOxyLH. Experimentally, the low-energy absorption band is similarly broad (red lines in Figure 2B and 2C) but in this case no strong shoulders are observed like for the phenol-keto derivatives, although the band is slightly asymmetric. We predict that this band mostly corresponds to the S₀-S₁ transition, while the less intense S₀-S₂ transition is hidden in the tail (Figure 3B, S4A, S4E and S5B). In this case, the oscillator strength found for S₂ is one order of magnitude smaller than the one of S₁ (0.5 vs. 6 a.u), in contrast to the similar intensity found for these two transitions for the phenol-keto derivatives, as both states are quite far in energy and their electronic nature is not mixed (Figure S9). Hence, we can state that the general picture found for the phenol-enol derivatives is simpler than the one of the phenol-keto ones, since the S₁ and S₂ states are energetically more distant and S₂ is not so intense. The electronic nature of S₀-S₁ and S₀-S₂ transitions are similar to the ones found for the phenol-keto derivatives.

Regarding to the deprotonated forms, the picture of phenolate-enol-OxyLH⁻ and phenolate-4-MeOxyL⁻ is very similar to the one found for their protonated forms: a broad band with the S₀-S₂ transition hidden in the tail (Figure 2B and S4B). For phenol-enolate-OxyLH⁻ and enolate-6’-MeOxyL⁻ the S₁ and S₂ states are even more distant in energy yielding to two well-separated bands. (Figure 2C, S4F and S5C).

Hence, thanks to the computation of the vertical transitions we have been able to rationalize the different absorption band shapes found for oxyluciferin natural forms and its analogues and what is more, reveal hidden transitions which were experimentally embedded in high intense bands. Moreover, we have shown that the studied oxyluciferin analogues present almost identical absorption spectra and electronic nature of the vertical transitions than the corresponding natural forms in water (Figure 4A and B). It should be recalled that for the analogues under study, a quite
good agreement between experimental and simulated absorption spectra has been achieved (Figure 2). In addition, the simulated absorption spectra of oxyluciferin natural forms in water are in line with the reported ones obtained by applying the multivariate curve resolution–alternating least-squares (MCR-ALS) procedure (Figure 4B and C).\textsuperscript{34}

**Figure 4.** Summary graph of the simulated absorption spectra considering explicit water molecules of A) oxyluciferin analogues and B) natural oxyluciferin forms. C) Absorption spectra obtained by the MCR-ALS procedure\textsuperscript{34} for the natural oxyluciferin forms (Reprinted with permission from Ghose, A.; Rebarz, M.; Maltsev, O. V.; Hintermann, L.; Ruckebusch, C.; Fron, E.; Hofkens, J.; Mély, Y.; Naumov, P.; Sliwa, M.; Didier, P. J. Phys. Chem. B 2015, 119 (6), 2638–2649. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society).
Emission Spectra Simulation.

In this section we analyzed and rationalized the shape of the emission spectra of the three selected oxyluciferin analogues and their corresponding natural forms (Chart 2) in both their protonated and deprotonated forms. With this aim, a combined experimental and computational study has been performed.

Starting with the experimental results, the steady-state emission spectra recorded at pH 5 and 11 are quite similar for all oxyluciferin analogues (dotted red and blue lines in Figure 5). In particular for 5,5-CprOxyLH and 6’-MeOxyLH the spectra at the two pH overlap while for 4-MeOxyLH only an additional weak, higher-energy band arises at pH 5 (Figure 5B). This is due to the fact that the protonated species are very short-lived in the excited state due to Excited State Proton Transfer (ESPT) and hence, essentially only the emission of the deprotonated forms is observed by steady-state fluorescence, even if the protonated form is excited. To evidence the ultrafast ESPT, femtosecond pump-probe measurements were performed on 5,5-CprOxyLH in two different pH conditions: the compound was dissolved in aqueous buffer at pH=5, where it is protonated, and at pH=11 where it is deprotonated (pKa~7.8).
**Figure 5.** Normalized simulated emission spectra (thick lines) of both the protonated (red lines) and deprotonated (blue lines) forms and the normalized experimental emission spectra (dotted lines) recorded at pH 5 (red lines) and pH 11 (blue lines) of A) 5,5-CprOxyLH, B) 4-MeOxyLH and C) 6'-MeOxyLH.

To extract the characteristic time associated to the proton transfer we analyzed the positive contribution associated to the stimulated emission (SE) of the protonated and the deprotonated forms for both pH. At pH=11, the compound is already deprotonated in the ground state. The positive band around 610 nm rapidly red shifts to 640 nm that is the fluorescence emission wavelength of the deprotonated compound (see Figure 6). Hence the 640 nm band is attributed to SE from the S$_1$ state, and its early red shift is attributed to the rapid Stokes shift due to vibrational and/or solvent relaxation (<1 ps), according to the fit of the 640 nm kinetic trace (Figure 6). After
this initial rapid Stokes shift, the signal decays with a monoexponential behavior on the 700 ps time scale in excellent agreement with the measured fluorescence lifetime. At pH=5, the early band centered at 525 nm is interpreted as SE, in agreement with the known 525 nm emission of the protonated species. This band rapidly decays while the 640 nm band characterizing the emission of the deprotonated form rises. This spectral evolution is a clear signature of the ESPT. The rise and decay of the 640 nm and 525 nm bands, respectively, are displayed in Figure 6. Their global fit confirms that both kinetics evolve simultaneously and bi-exponentially with the same 1.5 ps and 16.5 ps time constants. Finally, after formation of the deprotonated form in the excited state, the latter decays on the same time scale as at pH=11.

Figure 6. Left Panel: Results of a pump-probe experiment performed on 5,5-CprOxyLH in water at pH=11 and pH=5. Green symbols and line: kinetic trace of the SE at 640 nm for pH=11 and its fit. Black symbols and line: pH=5 kinetic traces at 525 nm attributed to the emission of protonated species and its fit. Red symbols and line: pH=5 kinetic traces at 640 nm attributed to the emission of the deprotonated species and its fit. Right Panel: Differential transmission spectra of the probe beam measured at pH 5 for two pump-probe delays.
These preliminary results demonstrate that the excited state dynamics of the 5,5-CprOxyLH is ruled by a very fast ESPT reaction. For this reason, the emission spectra recorded at pH 5 and 11 by steady-state fluorescence are identical.

Next, we compared the emission wavelengths maxima of the three analogues previously measured by steady-state spectroscopy with the simulated spectra. For all the analogues, the simulated spectra of the deprotonated forms match the steady-state fluorescence spectra recorded at pH 11 (thick and dotted blue lines in Figure 5) with maxima (620, 554 and 551 nm for 5,5-CprOxyLH, 4-MeOxyLH and 6’-MeOxyLH, respectively) in good agreement with the values recorded by steady-state fluorescence (640, 560 and 550 nm for 5,5-CprOxyLH, 4-MeOxyLH and 6’-MeOxyLH, respectively). Regarding the simulated emission spectra of the protonated forms (thick red lines in Figure 5), they cannot be directly compared, for all compounds, with the steady-state fluorescence spectra recorded at pH 5 due to efficient ESPT, as demonstrated for 5,5-CprOxyLH by pump probe experiments. In the case of 4-MeOxyLH, time-correlated single photon counting measurements evidenced a slower ESPT dynamics (240 ps), which is slow enough to enable monitoring the steady-state emission from the protonated form (Figure 5B, red dotted line band centered at 450 nm). Moreover, it was possible to experimentally determine the emission maxima of two analogues of the (protonated) phenol-enol and phenol-keto forms (6’-Me-5,5-CprOxyL and 4,6’-DMeOxyL, where no ESPT reaction can occur due to replacement of the labile H atom by a methyl group) at 525 and 445 nm, respectively. The simulated emission maxima of 5,5-CprOxyLH, 4-MeOxyLH and 6’-MeOxyLH, are obtained at 526, 439 and 430 nm, respectively thus fully in line with the experimental spectra.

Besides, we have also simulated the emission spectra of the six possible forms of oxyluciferin and compared with the ones simulated for the analogues (Figure S8). In all cases, almost overlapping
spectra have been obtained, with less than 0.1 eV differences in the emission maxima. Hence, we can state that all the analogues studied in this work are representative of oxyluciferin in water in terms of the emission properties.

So, thanks to this analysis we have been able to rationalize the emission spectra experimentally recorded for the three analogues at pH 5 and 11, demonstrating an efficient ESPT for their protonated forms. Moreover, we have provided by simulation the emission spectra of the protonated forms of 5,5-CprOxyLH and 6’-MeOxyLH, impossible to record by steady-state experiments. Finally, we have shown that the analogues under study are representative of oxyluciferin natural forms in water (Figure 7A and B). It should be remarked that it has been achieved a good agreement between the spectra obtained by applying the MCR-ALS procedure and the simulated emission spectra of the six possible forms of Oxyluciferin (Figure 7B and C).
CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have presented a simple procedure to simulate the absorption and emission spectra of oxyluciferin and their analogues in water solution. It has to be noted that this procedure considers at the same time the interaction of the solute with explicit water molecules and dynamical effects, giving a more realistic picture of the system. In general, a quite good agreement between the simulated and experimental spectra has been obtained hence, independently confirming the MCR-ALS results for oxyluciferin in water.

By analyzing the electronic nature of the vertical transitions, we have found a main difference between phenol-enol and phenol-keto derivatives: the absorption band of the phenol-keto derivatives was found to be structured, since three optically bright excited states are close in energy; whereas for the phenol-enol derivatives an intense band corresponding to the $S_0$-$S_1$ transition has been found with a high-energy tail corresponding to $S_0$-$S_2$. Moreover, it has been shown the key importance of including the dynamical effect for phenol-keto derivatives to reproduce the structured absorption spectra experimentally found.

Regarding to the emission spectra, we have demonstrated an ultrafast ESPT for the neutral phenol-keto form, not time-resolved in our previous work.\(^{34}\) In addition, we report the simulated emission spectra of the protonated forms, being impossible to record them by steady-state experiments.
Finally, thanks to the comparative study of the photochemical properties of the natural oxyluciferin forms and their corresponding analogues presented in this work, we have demonstrated that these analogues can be used to mimic natural oxyluciferin forms, at least in water solution. This will promote future studies focused on rationalizing the emission color modulation in fireflies, as the possible chemical equilibria can be smartly blocked by using these derivatives.
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